HUMANITIES DIVISIONAL BOARD

Undergraduate Studies Committee

Changes in the regulations governing the Honour School of History: communication from the Board of the Faculty of History

Subject to approval on behalf of the divisional board, which is now sought, and by Education Committee, the following changes in regulations have been made:

Humanities Divisional Board

Honour School of History

Brief note about nature of the change: Changes to the date ranges for General History Papers IV and V.

With effect from October 2013 (for first examination in 2015)

In *Examination Regulations*, 2012, p. 261, l.32 and l. 44, delete: ‘(iv) 900-1122’ and ‘(v) 1122-1273’ and substitute ‘(iv) 900-1150’ and ‘(v) 1100-1273’

Explanatory note
The current date ranges for these two papers render certain topics, such as Roger II and the Sicilian monarchy, an ill fit for both papers. These changes thus reflect the decision to amend the date ranges for General History papers IV and V, to allow for some chronological overlap to accommodate topics appropriate to both papers. A similar change has previously been made on the same principle for General History papers II and III.